HOW TO START
YOUR GARDEN
FROM SEED
Whether you would like to grow flowering annuals,
dependable perennials, vegetables or herbs. starting
from seed is an inexpensive and rewarding way to
beautify your landscape and bring fresh vegetables to
your table! It is significantly cheaper than buying grown
plants and purchasing seed gives you a much larger
variety to choose from.
There are different methods for growing plants from
seed, and as you get started you will come to learn your
preferred style. Starting seeds indoors gives us the
opportunity to get a head start on the growing season
when outside weather conditions are not favorable. It
also allows us to control the planting conditions to give
seedlings the best possible start. Alternately, directly
sowing seeds outdoors can be mandatory for some
varieties of seed. so learning how to use this method
will bring much success as well. If you are willing to be
patient, anyone can grow plants from seed!

4 STEPS FOR
DIRECTLY
SOWN SEEDS
ONE

DECIDE WHEN TO PLANT
It is a pleasant surprise for many gardeners to learn that
seeds can be successfully installed at various times
throughout the growing season. Though spring is the most
common and conventional time of the year to sow seeds,
successful results can also be achieved by planting in
summer and fall as well. This season versatility is a great
advantage to gardeners and brings many diverse benefits
and possibilities.

TWO

SELECT YOUR SITE
It may sound obvious enough, but choosing the most
advantageous site on your property is a very important
determinant in the eventual success of your garden. The most
important factors to consider in this regard are the amount
of average daily sunlight. the relative quality of the soil. and
the accessibility to a water source like a hose or a sprinkler.
The site you choose should receive at least 8 hours of
sunlight each day.

THREE

PREPARE THE SITE
This is an absolutely vital step in the installation of any
successful seed project. For smaller sites, a rake. hoe,
or shovel is often sufficient to do the trick of removing
unwanted grass, weeds. etc.. while for larger sites. a
roto-tiller is often the preferred method. The bottom line
is: work the soil with a light tilling. removing all unwanted
debris so that your seeds will ultimately fall on bare soil.
You may need to amend your soil with an organic garden
mix or well-aged compost.

FOUR

TIME TO
PLANT!
There are many effective installation techniques, and again,
the size of the project will probably determine which makes
the most sense for you. Wildflower and flower seeds can be
broadcast by hand on smaller jobs, or a rotary seeder may be
used for larger jobs. Many wildflower and flower seeds need
light to germinate, so we recommend that you lightly compress
your seeds into the soil. no more than a½ inch, so as to protect
them from birds, wind disbursement. etc. Compress, not bury.
Vegetable seeds can either be planted in rows, mounds. or
inverted mounds. Refer to our website for specific planting
instructions for each variety. Rows are created by digging
shallow furrows and spacing out seeds according to their
needs. Mounds allow for good drainage. while the soil remains

warmer with more sun exposure. Inverted mounds are a great
idea for drought tolerant gardens. planting seeds around the
circumference of the mound and watering inside.
Newly sown seed needs to be kept moist but not waterlogged.
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